Vintage
Wine
2011
Pinot Noir
Chardonnay
Brut

2016

NV

Price
$25

Semillon

$ 22

Early Pick
Rose

$19

.

NV

White Delight

$ 15

2015

Merlot

$ 22

2014

Brunello

$ 23

2010

Cab Sauv

$ 25

2004

Five Ways
Shiraz

$ 25

2010

Five Ways
Shiraz

$ 25

Tasting Notes
Pinot Noir and Chardonnay grapes were used to make this
classic sparkling wine using traditional methods. Seven
years on lees has allowed the full volume of flavour to
develop a yeasty nose with biscuity, citrus overtones. Good
flavour lingers on the middle palate, with long length and a
clean finish.
A beautifully crafted wine with distinctive lime and
honeydew nose and clear sharp colour. Being unwooded
allows the fruit characteristics to shine through. It has a
crisp acid, tight structure and robust middle palate. Good
length and full flavour flows through to the dry finish.
This Rose has distinctive strawberry and floral aromas. The
pale pink colour is indicative of a wine with summer fruit
characteristics which follow through with good length on the
palate & a clean crisp finish. It is an ideal wine as the
perfect accompaniment to summer lunches.
A distinctive white wine with a pink blush. It has lime &
quince aromas which carry through the palate. This
versatile wine is easy drinking as it has a clean good length
palate.
A balanced full bodied wine. The mulberry & cinnamon
nose is well matched by rich ripe developed fruit providing a
long length palate. The intense full flavour is well rounded
ending with soft tannin finish.
Brunello has a distinct cherry & berry nose with a rich warm
colour. The flavour has well developed cherry
characteristics contributing to the fruit driven palate ending
with a clean finish. These characteristics produce a unique
wine.
This is a soft & approachable well balanced wine. It has a
strong raspberry nose & a full bodied flavour which is softly
integrated with the oak to produce a mellow smooth wine
still retaining its characteristic fruit & a slight hint of
chocolate leading to a dry finish.
This wine shows elegance and powerful berry flavours and
aromas with lots of pepper characteristics. Use of high
quality French oak adds a further layer of complexity. The
palate is soft and full. Enjoy this wonderful wine now.
This is a robust and deeply resonating wine. It has French
oak vanilla characteristic with distinctive mixed berry
flavour.
Its peppery spicy nose & refined balance of fruit results in a
clean long lasting finish.

